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The Coronavirus, birthed in Wuhan, China, infiltrated health-care and then
collapsed financial systems around the globe. Worse perhaps, it may intensify
the political divide between the American people at the precise moment in
history, where unity is the only defense against an unbelievable outcome, the
loss of American liberty.
The World Health Organization and China
China, with prior knowledge about the virus and aided by the silence of the World
Health Organization (WHO), bought up every type of medical equipment
available.
For months the WHO complied with China’s effort to hide or minimize world
attention to the pandemic. They failed to blow the whistle on the lethality of the
virus. It was not until January 31, 2020, that WHO published a comprehensive
paper on the topic. Wuhan coronavirus outbreak. Even then, the WHO was
ambivalent in communicating the potential impact.
On January 31, 2020, President Trump halted Chinese citizens from entering the
United States of America. At the time, there was one reported case in the country
and no fatalities.
Following is the official WHO announcement regarding the seriousness of the
pandemic
The World Health Organization published the Report of the WHO-China Joint
Mission on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in
February. https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-china-jointmission-on-covid-19-final-report.pdf?sfvrsn=fce87f4e_2.
Trip to China
The following are photographs taken on a trip to China. I have worked and
traveled with Chinese teams and overeaten Chinese cuisine.
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I visited five major cities in China, traveling with the APICS group. We visited factories,
universities, enjoyed dozens of students, and visited fabulous locations.
Our team met with China’s equivalent of the Department of Trade. They stated, “We will
crack down on knockoffs and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in the future, but right
now, we are ‘the little child’ growing in the commercial world.” They still hide behind this
“equine output,” and we shovel it aside.
I enjoyed the students, and
we traded email addresses.
Returning home, I thanked
them, traded notes, then
emailed a description of how
government and education
worked together in the USA.
Their government blocked all
attempts. I’m unable to email
anyone, from professors to
students. Coupled with
another incident, also
revealed in my book “The
Little Boy Asked Why? The
Search for Answers”, I’m
pretty much non grata. That
is the type of government
China has, and perhaps, how I ignore rules that violate my freedoms.
Based on my observations of China, with a highly packed populace of 1.4 billion,
anecdotal and thin hard evidence leads me to believe the virus was more devastating
then China’s leadership wants to reveal. They needed the supplies, but that does not
excuse their blatant profiteering or threatening to withhold vital medical equipment
unless we stop accusing them of lying. I do not completely reject the idea that China
used the virus to set us up.
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China's behavior reflects the same leadership paradigm I observed when writing the
following narrative.
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Extracted from:

The Little Boy Asked -Why? The Search for Answers
(2016)
While Americans looked inwards, engaged in politics between Democrats and
Republicans, the consequences of redistribution and downsizing are now real and
absolute. China is the new world's Number One Superpower. They surpassed the United
States in late 2014, in industrial output and Gross Domestic Product (GDP), by adjusted
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), measuring actual outputs on an equivalent basis.
I congratulate all of you, my fellow Americans. We have succeeded in achieving the
inconceivable. It is so preposterous, that twenty years ago, all would have laughed at the
thought. Unfortunately, humor is missing in action. In any event, it is a self-imposed
agony with enormous consequences. Worse, our children and grandchildren will
ultimately pay the price.
The numbers tell the story. The first set is money reinvested back into the economy.
While America invested only 1.85% of GDP, less than the rate of inflation, China
invested heavily, 8.04% to grow their country. Countries and individuals failing to invest
resources for the future will ultimately wind up on the short end of the stick. Additionally,
our National debt will grow. China owns a big chunk of that debt, and the banker is not
always kind to the debtor.

Economic Indicators: Investment (% of GDP) 2013 -Billions USD
GDP Unadjusted

% Reinvested

China
$9,020.31
United States
$16,237.75
http://www.economywatch.com/economic-statistics/

8.04%
1.85%

The second set of numbers shows industrial production for the United States and China.
Ten years ago, China's output was less than 50% of the USA but now 50% larger. This
growth was the result of deliberately dismantling our economy and transferring it to
China.
Industrial Production By Country
Country
USA

Level Ind
Prod
3,054.53

Units

As Of

1Y Chg

~5Y Ago

~10Y Ago

Billion
USD

2013

2.88%

2,620.05

2,826.54

China

4,008.35

Billion
2013
9.70%
2,529.54
USD
https://www.quandl.com/c/economics/industrial-production-by-country

1,262.09
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We normally compare economies based on GDP (above), and using this measurement,
the United States is economically far ahead of China, but this is a delusion of numbers.
A far better, but more controversial metric is Purchasing Power Parity, defined as:
"An economic theory that estimates the amount of adjustment needed on the exchange
rate between countries for the exchange to be equivalent currency's purchasing power."
(http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/ppp.asp)
Using this measurement, sometime during 2014, China passed the United States in both
output and national wealth.

Chinese cybercrime
China continually hacks into every American system. China unveiled the Shenyang J-31
Falcon Eagle, a direct clone of the U.S. Joint Strike Fighter, while President Obama was
visiting China. America spent billions of dollars developing the fifth-generation fighter,
but the Chinese can market theirs as a low-cost alternative in competition against U.S.
manufacturers. Our government will remain silent.
Industry and consumers alike have become accustomed to hacking attacks. The litany
involves Heartland Payment Systems, TJX Companies Inc., Epsilon, Department of
Veterans Affairs, Sony PlayStation Network, ESTsoft, AOL, Target, and the list goes on.
The accumulative effect is that millions of personal records were hacked with unknown
consequences, but probably amounting to billions of dollars.
Unfortunately, the attacks are taking a turn to the darker side. In 2009, the Chinese
government attacked Google, Yahoo, and other Internet companies. The government
gathered data on Chinese human rights leaders and appropriated intellectual property.
Coercion at a personal level is the new and the most insidious form.
Readers need to view this as a dark omen for the future when the National personal
database is complete, and everyone controlled and manipulated through coercion,
reward, and punishment when-governmental agencies exploit our information.
A bleak competitive future
Like it or not, money is power, and over the next five years, projections indicate that
China will incrementally gain economic, military, and world power. Each year, our
influence will shrink, and eventually become ineffective. At that point, the United States
will lose control of future decisions and consequences and become another failed
experiment of democracy.
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Our leaders have succeeded in redistributing and downsizing America, and this process
continues unabated. (Authors note: the current administration operates on a nationalistic
philosophy, and is working to counter the economic drain from the United States to other
countries. Regardless of cultural differences, competition is great, but cheating is not).
Current or prior administration is a moot point because this is not a political issue, but a
social one. We are busy squabbling with each other and ignoring the approaching
danger, therefore, participating in any outcome. Arguments about big government or
small, free-market or socialist, become useless concepts with lost liberties. At the point
of diminishing return (unable to sustain ourselves), there will be a new reality, whatever
China wants it to be.
To those ignoring the consequences of a supreme China, I recommend studying their
history. China call itself the middle kingdom, the center of the universe, where they
control the world. There are no examples of real democracy in history. The Chinese are
hungry for wealth and power, and job formation is critical to the control of the populace.
China has waited a long time to reach this point in history and will do anything to
advance the opportunity. It is a pivotal moment for both countries.
The following quote from my book "Freedom and Opportunity" sums up our challenge.
"Immersed in divisive social issues of race and political party, and split among
ourselves, our focus is on the wrong priorities. We need to fix our economy,
strengthen our position in global competition, and grow the economy to provide
jobs and opportunities for every American. China is our enemy, ISIS is our
enemy, and poverty is our enemy. Most Americans will agree - my neighbor,
regardless of race, religion, political party, gender, or place in society, IS NOT
MY ENEMY."
China’s predatory practices are draining our economy. Their harsh and
long-term currency manipulation makes it difficult for American
manufacturers to compete. Additionally, China steals our intellectual
property rights with impunity. Between China and a wasteful government,
of both parties, we are 18 trillion dollars in debt, more than one year of
our GDP.
The point-Coronavirus cannot be a political issue. It is one of those moments in history
where a united populace will take the opportunity to build a positive new normal or risk
politicizing ourselves into a China-controlled dystopia. Much of the money we borrow for
our recovery will come from China. Who do you think is winning this game?
Every citizen of our country needs to ask, “Would I enjoy living in the United Dystopian
States of China?”. Freedom of speech -GONE. Explain this to your children and
grandchildren. How do we start? I’m sorry, kids. I cared more about politics then you”. Or
blame it on everyone else.
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Infighting makes us perfect candidates for China-style social credit system. Here is a
video that puts it in perspective.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=chinese+social+credit+system&&view=detail&mi
d=9F13CC38F0F7AE5F20A69F13CC38F0F7AE5F20A6&&FORM=VDRVRV%20%E2%
80%9CSocial%20Credit%20Systems
The real answer, “I’m sorry, future, we let the great American experiment in democracy
die because we lacked the will to do the hard work and ensure its survival.” Even
George Orwell could not have imagined this source for a book.
The answer to the question the little boy asked, WHY? American business and
government opportunism, mutated by greed, transferred vast amounts of production
capability, converting China from a third world country to one intent on fulfilling their selfappointed birthright as the middle kingdom. We mortgaged our children’s future.
The normalcy bias defines how difficult it is for people to comprehend a massive, clear,
and present danger. In situations counter to personal beliefs or experiences, we deny
that extreme results are possible. In reality, bad things happen to people and countries
all the time. No one is immune, and they happened to us-coronavirus, economic freefall,
and the potential loss of America as we the people want it to be. It is time for OUR tough
decisions and action.

Wayne L Staley, after conducting a lecture on Supply Chain
Management at Beijing University Aeronautical.
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The Little Boy Asked – WHY? The Search
for Answers.

I wrote this book for my grandchildren and young people
everywhere. They have real decisions to make and must live
with the consequences of those choices.

The Little Boy Asked Why? The Search for Answers

Decision Making in a Disruptive Reordering
The common denominators for success in a disruptive
world are three-fold.
The first skill is the development of ethical,
practical, and fact-based decision-making skills.
The second skill is learning a process, and the
tools needed for implementing the decision.
The third skill is applying the process and tools,
individually or in a team environment, to
achieve the purpose behind the decision.
Using a fact-based paradigm allows us to discern
propaganda from facts. Without knowledge, prosperous,
civilized society cannot exist.

Purchase from Amazon books: Decision-making in a Disruptive Reordering
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